Key benefits
1. Immediate access to remote experts for faster and more accurate decisions
2. Remote control ability to reduce and supplement training required for field workers
3. Works on smart devices, no additional CAPEX is required
4. Reduced team travel requirements result in cost savings

Onsight Connect
Librestream’s virtual collaboration platform Onsight Connect is the leading mobile video collaboration application for enterprise that connects experts to remote locations in real time.

The Onsight Connect platform delivers a fully secure and interactive mobile collaboration experience platform between rugged smart cameras, smartphones, tablets, computers and telepresence.

Librestream’s Onsight Connect virtual presence platform gets your experts into the field without packing a bag, boarding a plane or leaving the office. Onsight Connect gives you a collaborative real-time virtual presence experience that no other platform can deliver. Built with interactive tools that let you communicate through two-way video, images, audio, and visual notation, it is the most effective and efficient way to leverage your experts, anywhere in the world.

Due to ever increasing business complexity and distributed systems, there can be heightened pressure on organisations to send personnel with specific expertise to various locations and travel expenses can become costly. However, with Onsight Connect you can significantly reduce those costs by enabling expert staff to work remotely.

New technology developments and adjustments in protocol can make it essential for the workforce in the field to understand and implement emerging ways of working and they might therefore require additional training. Onsight Connect enables organisations to bridge the knowledge gap without having to train employees face-to-face in multiple locations.

There has been a surge in smartphone and smart device use across a range of industries. Leveraging smartphone technology to provide video and mobility applications is a clear way to work more resourcefully and productively. Onsight Connect enables improved decision making and facilitates supply chain efficiency via richer, more detailed communications and collaboration.
Features
The Onsight Connect collaboration experience includes the ability to capture and share images during live sessions, even within extremely low bandwidth environments. A robust collaboration ability also enables accurate real-time information sharing including the ability to talk, telestrate, freeze, capture images, adjust zoom and also control lighting.

Remote experts can control Onsight Connect sessions to get the right visuals, reducing the training required for field workers. There are multiple levels of security, privacy options and bandwidth controls available and the ability to record entire sessions including saving images for future use.

Advantages
During a live Onsight Connect session, users can invite external parties to collaborate such as external suppliers and partner organisations. This function is even optimised for low bandwidth environments where streaming live high resolution video may not be possible.

Onsight Connect participants can remotely control the device that is actively sharing content. This ability to smoothly transfer control of the session ensures that the remote experts get the visuals they need. This also reduces the amount of training required for field workers.

Usage Scenarios
Optimised for collaboration in the field, Onsight Connect sends experts to trouble spots virtually, helping workers inspect, diagnose, and resolve problems immediately on land or water. Use case examples include:

- Marine: Shipboard maintenance and inspection, safety audits, remote healthcare capability
- Oil and gas/mining: Equipment maintenance and inspection, remote healthcare capability, capital project management
- Aid and development: First responder situation assessment, public safety event monitoring, team communications on-the-move

Certified application
As part of our CAP (Certified Applications Provider) programme, Inmarsat works with a number of application providers with the intention of ensuring that their applications are not only compatible with our network, but provide our network users with effective, customer-focused applications that offer genuine business benefits, whether they’re using the network for voice, broadband, machine to machine connectivity, or all three. Only individual applications approved by Inmarsat are endorsed with the Inmarsat Certified logo.

Disclaimer
Where an application provider’s application carries the Inmarsat Certified logo, it means that the application has been certified by Inmarsat to operate over Inmarsat’s satellite network. Certification does not mean that Inmarsat is certifying any system design or assumes any liability or responsibility in connection with the application provider’s application.

About Librestream
Librestream Technologies Inc. is the leader in developing innovative mobile video collaboration applications for energy, field service, manufacturing, and public sector industries. Deployed globally on over 10 million devices, the Onsight Connect video collaboration platform brings the eyes and ears of experts into the field virtually to immediately resolve issues and assess environments.

Find out more
Inmarsat offers its services through a range of partners around the world. Contact us for information to find out how our range of services certified applications can add value to your business:

T +44 (0)207 728 1343
E capp@inmarsat.com
W inmarsat.com